
BRISHAN KING
FULL STACK DEVELOPER

EXPERIENCE

Production Assistant  |  Netflix - Hallmark - Amazon

OCT 2020 - DEC 2021, VANCOUVER, BC

● Facilitated and hosted large film crews (100 to 180~ people) at
various locations across the lower mainland. Working closely with
my team we aimed to prioritize crew safety while also focusing on
minimizing our footprint when on location.

● Mastered being a touchpoint for many different departments,
working alone or collaboratively to problem solve daily at each
unique location and ensure a smooth day of filming.

Server Trainer, Server & Host |  Au Comptoir

JAN 2020 - OCT 2020, VANCOUVER, BC

● Accountable for delivering anywhere from 40 to 80+ guests daily
with consistent, authentic, and individually tailored French dining
service; this included daily/hourly duties and Mise en Place for each
concurrent table.

● Responsible for training new hosts and servers on best practices
and habits to succeed within Au Comptoir’s unique blend of service
styles and paces, ranging from fine dining to a bustling Parisian
brunch cafe.

Shift Leader & Lounge Bartender  |  Cactus Club Cafe

APR 2017 - JAN 2020, VANCOUVER, BC

● Co-managed and supported a large team (25~35 ppl) consisting of
service staff, bartenders and back-of-house team members to
optimize for labor percentages, as well as quality
food-and-beverage service at the second busiest location in
Vancouver – Bentall 5.

● Resolved staffing issues and/or any customer complaints that
naturally cropped up during a day, keeping track of these in a
nightly log.

PROJECTS

Lead Developer | Sqaush

JAN 2022 - APR 2022, BRAINSTATION

● Designed and developed a responsive web app for tracking bugs across the
lifespan of a program’s development.

brishan.king@gmail.com

604-223-0364

linkedin.com/in/brishan-king

github.com/brishan3

SKILLS

 HTML5, CSS, Javascript, JSX,

Sass, MySQL, React, C++, Python,

Node.js

PROFILE

Enthusiastic Junior Full Stack
Web Developer transitioning
from a career working in the
public eye and managing film
locations to an industry where I
can pursue my passion for
technology.

With a history of connecting
people, managing diverse teams
and working closely as a point of
resolve for customers and staff
alike, I truly believe that active
listening and humility are
cornerstones to strong
communication.

My drive to be challenged
consistently, coupled with my
flexible, adaptive nature keeps me
excited to dive into new,
unfamiliar situations.

Proficient with a wide array of
industry standard tools and
languages to fit any job, with a
knack for picking up new tools
and concepts quickly.

EDUCATION

BrainStation  |  Diploma

Candidate, Web Development
JAN 2022 - APR 2022,

VANCOUVER, BC

Simon Fraser University  |

Computer Science, 2 years
JAN 2015 - SEPT 2017,

VANCOUVER, BC

http://linkedin.com/in/brishan-king
http://github.com/brishan3

